
PLAN FOR SETTING UP A GARMENT FACTORY

Before starting any business everybody has to prepare a project plan. If you are really interested in starting a garment
factory then you should.

Now make a list of potential customers and start contacting them for business leads. By doing this it becomes
easy for the planning department to track where the product is on the planning board and where it needs to be
pushed forward or backward, and hence maintain a critical path to attain the target. To estimate project cost
you can seek help from an expert. They meet with prospects and existing buyers. Reach to Your Customers
You have finished the major part of making the garment manufacturing project. The factory planner takes
information from the Planning Executive and works on them in the factory, such as scheduling and sequencing
work lines with delivery dates; working closely with the production department at the factory; liaising with
fabric suppliers for procurement of fabric. The social media also plays an important role in modern day
fashion advertisement; it gives clothing labels the ability to reach out to a wide range of customers all over the
world within a short period of time and of course at a very cheaper price when compared to other advertising
platforms. Later you can modify this figure depending on the budget and customer demand. Targeting other
individuals will not yield the best results. To overcome these obstacles companies can change: From flow line
production to production in cells, where there is more team work and more skilled labor, which saves time.
Production merchant is involved in merchandising activities related to bulk production, planning, sourcing and
production follow up. Loading establishes the volume of load every work centre should have in a forthcoming
period which results in load schedules indicating the evaluation of labour and machine hours necessary to get
the master production schedules with the available labour and machine hours in every planning schedule in the
short term. Assigning of work to machines. These include equipment purchases or buying a facility for the
business. Merchandising department is formed with a team of senior merchants and junior merchants. For the
pattern making of the sample products, you may be interested in software. They do not intend to welcome any
external business partners which is why he has decided to restrict the sourcing of the startup capital to 3 major
sources. Where factories work with many buyers, each merchant is allocated specific accounts with a couple
of buyers. It would be difficult to decide the figure at this stage but you have to estimate a rough number. In
contrast, variable costs are expenses that can vary from one period to another. Every adult that resides within
the locations where our clothes will be retailed Our Competitive Advantage A close study of the global ready
â€” made garment manufacturing industry reveals that the market has become much more intensely
competitive over the last decade. Most business systems offer some capacity planning, while many of them are
not graphical, complex to use, and not user-friendly. We will also give good working conditions and
commissions to freelance sales agents that we will recruit from time to time. Fig: Apparel industry Production
Planning in Apparel Industry: To manage with the short lead time and small but frequent orders, apparel
manufacturers strive to improve their production processes in order to deliver finished products within the
expected time frame at the lowest production cost. In manpower planning, include number of staffs,
supervisors and workers operators and helpers you need to hire to make projected garments and to run
business smoothly. E-commerce is growing rapidly as billions are spent monthly. Calculate space requirement.
It is also important to find number of machines to be purchased in each machine type. In this post, I will
provide you information on all types of machinery and equipment required for setting up garment
manufacturing business. Production planning can be defined as the technique of foreseeing every step in a
long series of separate operations, each step to be taken at the right time and in the right place and each
operation to be performed with maximum efficiency. Most often than not, big â€” time clothing labels ensure
that they create great hype whenever they are about to release any unique design from their stable. Therefore,
only the fittest and leanest organizations survive in the race for manufacturing quality apparel in the desired
time by working efficiently, cost-effectively, responsively, and flexibly. Second, make your product first and
then get customers to sell your product. For printing the marker paper, you need a plotter machine.


